
 
 

 

8 January 2021 
 
TO ALL FAMILIES 
 
 
Dear Families 
 
We are so proud of the St Dominic’s team!  We are impressed with how well learning is going for all of 
our pupils and students, those learning at home and those in school.  Yesterday, we managed to 
speak to the vast majority of families to support with planning for next week and beyond.  It was great 
to hear your feedback and experiences. 
 
You may be aware that there is now published guidance from the Department for Education that 
covers attendance for pupils and students in special schools during the latest national lockdown. The 
following information summarises how we will proceed next week and beyond in adherence with this 
guidance (which could be subject to change): 
 
Pupil and Student Attendance On-Site 
 We will continue to provide an on-site offer for all pupils and students who are able to attend and 

who choose to attend.  
 Pupils and students will continue to be organised in smaller, stricter bubbles with a group of 

dedicated staff. 
 Risk assessment will define how many pupils and students can be supported in each bubble. Our 

starting point will always be a full time offer for all as far as is possible unless our risk assessment 
means this is unsafe. 

 Risk assessment is based on the number of pupils/students who would like to attend or need to 
attend and the number of staff available. Classrooms and communal areas have also been risk 
assessed with this in mind.  

 In the event that staffing ratios become unsafe, or there are too many pupils/students in dedicated 
spaces, we would move to a rotational offer (full days with restricted attendance on a weekly 
basis, unless families have key worker status or in other high priority circumstances). 

 Some families have indicated that part time attendance is preferred, and can also be 
accommodated, but must be agreed. 

 We realise in these circumstances families are having to make decisions about attendance that 
balance their child’s mental health and wellbeing with education. It is our responsibility to ensure 
pupils and students are accessing education and we will mark attendance accordingly. Please 
make sure you let school know via dsl@stdominicsschool.org.uk and 
office@stdominicsschool.org.uk if you want to make changes to your child’s stated 
attendance arrangements.  

 
Remote Learning 
Over the course of next week, we will be increasing our remote learning offer to support the number 
of families who need/choose to be at home. Lower School and Upper School will have two distinct 
offers so that they are age and stage appropriate. From next Wednesday 13th December, all pupils 
and students working remotely will have access to live teaching, which will take place via Google  
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Classroom. We will also be providing online support for learning, pastoral check ins and therapeutic 
interventions. In the coming week we will also give more information about literacy and numeracy 
interventions as well as additional online tutoring via the National Tutoring Programme (NTP).  
 
Upper School 
 
The Upper School (Y9-14) remote offer will consist of 5 hours daily of: 
 A live 15-minute tutor time every day at 9:00. For some classes, it may be appropriate for pupils/ 

students on-site to join in with pupils/students at home and for others, this will take place 
separately.  

 There will be a dedicated team of subject specialist staff in English, Maths and Science who will 
deliver live lessons remotely. There will be some access to live lessons in options subjects 
wherever possible. A timetable for this will be provided and this may not be delivered by your 
child’s usual teacher.  

 Sixth Form will have live lessons in Independence and Employability. 
 Careers Guidance will be available as live sessions and you will be contacted when this is 

happening.  
 A pre-recorded PE lesson on a Friday. 
 
Lower School 
 
The Lower School (Y3-8) remote offer will consist of 4 -5 hours daily of: 

 A live 15-minute tutor time every day at either 8:45 or 9:05 depending on your class. 

 Live daily English and Maths lessons from Monday to Thursday. 

 A live Science and a pre-recorded PE lesson on a Friday. 

 Access to at least two other foundation subjects every day. 

 Access to three Needs Led Curriculum lessons per week. 

 

Wellbeing 

We recognise the impact of the lockdown on our pupils and students may, in some cases, be more 
significant this time, as we know what we will be facing in the weeks ahead.  We therefore appreciate 
the importance of activities that promote the wellbeing of the pupils and students in school as well as 
those at home.  We will be rolling out the following projects over coming weeks: 
 Our favourite recipes with photos so we can compile a ‘St Dominic’s Lockdown Cookbook’ 
 A weekly recorded video challenge from the school leaders 
 A weekly recorded physical / sporting challenge from the PE Team 
 A reading challenge to promote reading at whatever level the pupil or student enjoys 
 Our Wellbeing Magazine (this was very well received in the first lockdown of 2020). 
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Therapies 
In order to accommodate the number of pupils we have onsite; we have needed to take the decision 
to use our therapy team to support staff numbers. This means that therapists and therapy assistants 
have been assigned to bubbles in order to maintain a safe staff to pupil ratio in these bubbles.  
 
The latest guidance includes the following statement:  
 
“On occasion special schools may encounter circumstances where they cannot provide their usual 
interventions and provision at adequate staffing ratios, or with staff with vital specialist training. In 
these circumstances they should seek to resume as close as possible to the child of young person’s 
specified provision as soon as possible.” 
 
Outlined below is the therapeutic offer that pupils and students can currently expect to receive in light 
of our current plan: 
 ALL pupils and students will be able to access Needs Led Curriculum sessions that are designed 

by a qualified therapist.  
 For pupils and students who are remote learning, these will be available on Google Classroom 
 For those pupils and students in school these sessions will now be delivered by the staffing team 

assigned to the bubble (as with other lessons).  
 Pupils and Students who have individual sessions outlined on their EHCP will continue to have 

input in the following ways: 
 For pupils and students remote learning, therapeutic activities will be available on Google 

Classroom once a fortnight. You can feedback to your therapist via this platform and they will offer 
further advice and guidance if needed. In some cases, therapists will be able to offer a ‘live’ 
Google Classroom session. We will contact you to arrange this on an individual basis.  

 For pupils and students in school who do not have a therapist or therapy assistant assigned to 
their bubble they will have a programme of intervention set by a qualified therapist and carried out 
by staff supporting that bubble under the guidance of the therapist.  

 Some bubbles have therapists assigned and, in this instance, the session will be carried out in 
person as usual. 

 
Counselling 
The school counsellors, Katy Tucker and Sarah Johnson, will continue to offer sessions as follows: 
 For those in school, they will have the opportunity to ‘walk and talk’ in the open air OR via Google 

classrooms in school (as the counsellors cannot cross bubbles) 
 For those at home, they will offer telephone counselling or can signpost to other services that 

provide, for example, text support / advice.  
A new counsellor has also been appointed and we will introduce her to pupils, students, family and 
staff as soon as she starts. 
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Free School Meals Vouchers 
The latest guidance from the DfE as at last night is: 
 
“Where schools cannot offer food parcels or local alternatives (as is the case at St Dominic’s), we will 
ensure a national voucher scheme is in place so that every eligible child can access free school 
meals while their school remains closed. The free school meals guidance will be updated with further 
information shortly.” 
 
With this in mind the Trust have been setting up access for individual schools to the Edenred scheme 
used previously. This cannot be activated until the DfE have issued instructions and we know that 
Edenred is the preferred supplier. As soon as we have an update from the DfE, guidance for families 
will be circulated for those who are eligible. 
 
Testing for Y7 - 14 pupils and students 
We will begin to roll to out testing for pupils and students in Years 7 to 14 next week and attach a 
social story to support everyone who would find it useful. We have received additional guidance today 
which has implications for staff training so this will now be delayed until Tuesday 12th January. All 
consenting pupils who are able to self-administer will be tested on Tuesday and Friday of next week 
as part of routine testing arrangements and then will only be required to take a test in the event that 
they are a close contact of someone who has developed symptoms or is a positive case. From 
Monday 18th January, this means that some pupils and students who have been identified as close 
contacts may be able to stay in school. Those who have not consented and pupils in Years 3-6 will 
continue to follow the usual self-isolation guidance.  
 
Transport 
As you are aware, we have been working with Surrey transport on behalf of families with children in 
shared transport. We have sent them further information about how our bubbles are being organised, 
requesting suitable transport to be in place, and will be continuing to pursue a solution with them.  
 
These provisions are based on pupils, students, families and staff all strictly adhering to national 
lockdown restrictions. Please ensure that you and your households are considerate of all parties in 
minimising risks. 
 
Recognising the continuing challenges that we face, we hope that this letter is of reassurance to 
families, whether you are choosing to send your child in for the duration of lockdown or keeping them 
at home. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Vicky Perry 
Vice Principal    


